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Abstract
Physical analysis of Space Vehicles during the pre-launch phase is often performed using mono or multidisciplinary software tools developed for the specific research intent. The mentioned tools, their methods and their
results are seldom accessible and rarely deeply understandable outside the single research groups.
This paper presents a solution based on a new technical and interaction design. We encourage to interface Virtual
Reality 3D systems with the tools that perform the quantitative physical analysis of given space vehicles, as this
approach improves productivity and communication effectiveness and brings consisting benefits to the engineering
and design collaborative processes.
We report an evaluation of this method based on the implementation of the mentioned system at the Collaborative
System Engineering center at Thales Alenia Space in Torino, Italy, as part of the project STEPS2.
This evaluation showed that users found the Virtual Reality interface easy to use and likely to be useful in their own
work.
Category and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality – Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism

1. Introduction
In space exploration, pre-launch tests on vehicles form a
critical, delicate and very expensive phase. They are a core
resource for analyzing eventually discriminative situations
and retrieving data regarding the physical behavior of the
craft in definite environments. These data are fundamental
for all the disciplines involved in the design and
engineering of the vehicles themselves and their mission,
and their calculation is performed using software for
quantitative analysis of astrophysical simulations.
Research groups at Space Agencies and specialized
Enterprises often need to design and develop in house
software tools to perform disparate physical analyses. Most
of the time the tools are not shared outside the group, and
the results reached by each group is rarely immediate for
outsiders.
This organization leads to the occurrence of anomalies
in the communication and collaboration process, as well as
difficulties or inhibition in the interpretation and
management of complex big amounts of data.
While data analysis and visualization toolkits not only
exist, but also work with several astrophysical simulation
codes and can be used as common platforms for
multidisciplinary analysis [TSO*11], we suggest a light,
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ergonomic and fast technologic improvement that we
believe can be complementary and integrative to the
mentioned approach. We give the tools an ergonomic realtime three-dimensional Virtual Reality interface that not
only provides a better and clearer visualization, but also
guarantees an easy and immediate interactivity with the
system [Wan11].
Users can model the several different combinations of
environments and assets they want to test, and visualize the
physical behavior of the vehicle in those specified
situations.
Even though the concepts of Virtual Reality benefits in
space simulations are not new [WQ10], we believe that
applying Virtual Reality methods to the physical analysis and therefore interface a three dimensional Virtual Reality
systems with physical analysis tools- gives extra value to
opportunities and experiences of communications and tests,
increasing collaboration, organization and productivity, and
above all gives a smart interactive visual easy and real time
access not only to results but to tools themselves.
Scientists and engineers can analyze heterogeneous,
complex, mono or multimodal data in a short time and in a
visual way, whatever their background is, and ignoring the
inner behavior and the original interface of the tool.
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Quick and evident tests can be done to verify and
independently validate results of researches, taking
advantage of an eased way to model the environment and
the asset [Wan11].
By sharing the results of our research, we hope not only
to encourage the use of Virtual Reality as a strong
Collaborative Engineering support for sharing the results of
the analysis among the research groups, but also to promote
it as a way to give access to outsiders to processes, results
and tools of specific analysis, in order to simplify and
increase overall views.
2. Technologies and Project Overview
As part of the project STEPS2 [web*ST2] at Thales Alenia
Space Italia [web*TAS], in Torino, in the Technology
Research Group at
COSE (COllaborative System
Engineering Centre) [PBR*11], we designed and
implemented the interaction and interface of a Virtual
Reality 3D system mainly intended to simulate space
exploration, with software that calculates specific
thermodynamic quantities of a given spacecraft in a given
environment.
STEPS2 is the Italian acronym of Systems and
Technologies for Space Exploration (Sistemi e Tecnologie
per l'EsPlorazione Spaziale) and is the second part of
STEPS [PMG*11], a research project whose goal is the
development of new technologies for planet exploration.
The project involves public administrations, industrial and
academic partners, including University of Torino and
Thales Alenia Space Italia [PBM*12].
We used IXV data as model of space vehicle
[web*IXE], VERITAS -initially known as TraVis,
TRAjectory VISualizer- [BMF08] as Virtual Reality
system, ATDB Tool for the thermodynamic analysis.
Let’s start with the spacecraft: IXV –Intermediate
eXperimental Vehicle- is a European Space Agency (ESA)
[web*ESA] experimental re-entry vehicle intended to
validate, among others, the predictive models used to
design the vehicle, i.e. fluid dynamics, thermodynamics,
fluid-thermodynamics. The design finalization, in terms of
tests and integration, of IXV has been entirely assigned to
the offices in Torino of Thales Alenia Space [web*IXT].
The core technology is a three-dimensional (3D)
Virtual Reality system, called VERITAS (Virtual
Environment Research In Thales Alenia Space).
VERITAS is a framework that includes several
different Virtual Reality applications, designed to run either
in a CAVE with up to six screens, or on a desktop
computer.
It is property of Thales Alenia Space Italia, and has been
developed at COSE since 2004 with the original name of
TraVis, as It was first designed only to visualize space
vehicles and their trajectories [MB08]. In order to be more
flexible and adaptable to meet new needs and support new
case studies regarding space missions, the Solar System,
the International Space Station (ISS), or detailed terrains of

Mars and the Moon [web*TER], TraVis was extended
during the years, and took the name of VERITAS.
ATDB Tool, acronym of Aero-Thermo-Dynamic Data
Base Tool is an aerothermodynamics analysis tool
specifically designed and developed for IXV [MFZ*11].
It takes as input a model of the environment -in terms
of Mach, Temperature, Pressure, Density- and an asset –in
terms of Elevon, Aileron, Sideslip, Attack-, and returns as
output a punctual aerothermodynamics analysis.
In Figure1, we can see the VERITAS Simulation
Options Panel that let users set the mentioned quantities.
The two systems, VERITAS and ATDB Tool, can both
represent and understand, using dramatically different
approaches, the geometry of a spacecraft.
While VERITAS can represent and nicely visualize a
wide set of standardized geometries, and is able to simulate
their behavior and interaction with other space objects,
ATDB Tool has old style basic low level interfaces and
only works with IXV data, but, given an asset and an
environment, can calculate some thermodynamic quantities
(i.e. pressure, temperature) of the vertices of the
represented geometry that VERITAS does not originally
consider.
The interaction between the two systems became the
natural perfect use case to implement the technologies and
therefore validate the theories we are discussing.
In Figure2 we see the Right Flap of IXV visualized in
VERITAS after an interaction with ATDB Tool.
3. Implementation and validation
We added to VERITAS a class, called ATDBStillViewer,
written in C++ and based on OpenSG libraries [web*OSG].
ATDBStillViewer conceptually let us visualize in a
Virtual Reality environment specific aero-thermodynamic
quantities of IXV that are not visible in real world. As
previously specified, the predictive calculations are
performed by ATDB Tool.
While the input of ATDB Tool can be sent via
command line on a Linux shell, as well as written on a text
file, the output is coded in Tecplot files [web*TEC].
As mentioned before, our core research does not
consist in the development of innovative visualization
algorithms, but in the design of new uses of interfaces and
ergonomic collaborative experiences [Wan11]. That’s why
we choose to proceed with the description of the interaction
design and not of the code itself.

1. First of all Users can load a scene with a IXV tree
in VERITAS, access the ATDBStillViewer call button
in the menu, and open the form that let them define the
asset and the environment they want to test.
2. Once set the parameters, users call ATDB Tool,
and, in an approximate real time, the Tecplot
fileappears in the scene. This can be done several
times, and every time a new Tecplot appears. We can
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see in the Scene Tree View how every call creates a
new Tecplot subTree in the scene tree. Every Tecplot
hierarchy is a brother of the actual visualized
geometry.
3. This interface also lets us check the original
parameters users set to calculate the punctual
thermodynamic quantities. In the ‘pick one Tecplot’
list users can select one of the Tecplot files in the
scene and see their original values.
4. Once seen the original parameters, users can
change from one to all of them to get a new
simulation. All changed parameters are marked in lime
green.
5. Feel free to loop from point 2, or enjoy the results
of your analysis

As the system visualizes the spacecraft and the Tecplot
files, users can interact with the 3D space with all the
functionalities provided by VERITAS.
Figure3 and Figure4 show a visualization in VERITAS
of the Spacecraft with two Tecplot beside. Not only this
ergonomic interaction, but also theses immediate visual
results would not be possible without our new Virtual
Reality Interface for Multidisciplinary Physical Analysis
Tools.
4. Summary
The representation of non-visible physical quantities in a
Virtual Reality system, together with an interface to
physical analysis tools, can be considered a core feature for
an actual implementation of collaborative engineering
methodologies.
We received enthusiastic feedback by other Working
Packages of STEPS2, as well as by Engineers and
Scientists at Thales Alenia Space.
As a proof of the enthusiasm, we can mention the will
of the research groups of STEPS2 to use this approach as a
standard technology for the next vehicles that will be
assigned to the partners involved in the project. An
ambitious and exciting project that we hope will start soon.
The described results also confirm the interest and the
efforts of Thales Alenia Space Italia -and of the COSE
Centre in particular- towards the advantages of
Collaborative Engineering, Model Based System
Engineering and Virtual Reality.
The suggested approach to aero-thermal analysis will
be therefore applied to other disciplines in a more organic
context, taking advantage of methodologies related to
Collaborative Engineering and Model Based System
Engineering.
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Figure 1: The VERITAS interface users fill in order to model the environment for which they want to perform the
thermodynamic analysis.

Figure 2: A visualization of the right flap of IXV, colored according to the results of the thermodynamic analysis
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Figure 3: A basic output of two calls to ATDB Tool through VERITAS. In this figure we show the X and Y values of IXV in
the three-dimensional space, just to focus on the visualization of the vehicle with a colored and easily understandable map

Figure 4: In this figure we see the output of two different calls to ATDB Tool through VERITAS. We focus not only on the
meaningful colored output of the process, but also on the rotation of the flaps, that has been set by the users in terms of
Elevon and Aileron using the form shown in Figure1.
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